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=; Group of individuals who took movies of Presidential Hotorcade 

<° £ormed Dallas Cinema Associates, Inco, 3/18/64, for purpose of 

- eomposing one film covering entire Presidential Motorcade for 

“- i:eommercial distribution. Interview with members of corporation 

~ conducted and copy of composite £ilm obtained. Review of £ilm ‘ : 

+. Goes not reveal any portinent pictures taken at time of -” a ; 

~~ assassination. i pilm taken by THOMAS P. ALYEA, WFAA-TV newsman 65 Cl 

‘~* Dallas, Texas, obtained, which depicts law enforcement officer U op : 

-*: searching Texas School Book Depository (TSBD) and the dusting KS 

ov’ and handling of the assassination weapon «: additional data re- Ww 

«lating to assassination weapon obtained. Additional efforts to fh, 

“¢race purchase of ammunition by CSWALD ‘negative. Supplemental b 

listing of exhibits by Item Number and dsscription prepared. 2. wy 
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“Investigation conducted in Dallas ~ Fort Worth area in. effort 

7 to identify visible Laundry mark “30 030° in collar of gray 

cotton jacket {dentified as belonging to OSWALD and the visible » 

"ary cleaner!s, tag "B9738"_ stapled inside this jacket with nega- 

: tive results. Investigation to locate source of identification 

bracelets -of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD reveals: — > sae! 

i. pracelets:o0f same type sold by H. L. Green Company Department 

1 StOre, Dallas, Texas, and samples of same obtained. Interviews ; 

“i with gales and engraving people failed to identify OSWALD as ~ l 
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: ot ‘purchaser ‘of guch bracelets.) CHARLES R. PEZET at this store 

“¥;.gecalls that during first week dn October 1963 on & Thursday 

yy, evening he did engraving, On an’ {tem purchased by a customer, 

hs but cannot recall customer or if engraving was done on pracelet. _ 

| 1, Investigation concerning two traveling bags belonging to OSWALD 
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